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Introduction 3

Advertising can be a creative and 
inspiring world, where ideas come 
alive with drama, excitement and 
humour to keep us entertained 
and engaged. Today, young people 
grow up in a world of commercial 
messaging that touches most 
areas of their lives – so it is more 
important than ever that they 
understand exactly what is being 
suggested, promised and sold  
to them.

Media Smart is a not-for-profit organisation, 
funded by the UK advertising industry, that 
creates free educational materials for schools  
and youth organisations as well as teachers, 
parents and carers. These resources help young 
people evaluate the advertising they come across 
in all aspects of their lives using real case studies 
to help teach core media literacy skills.

These Get Media Smart resources, which 
have been created with the support of the 
PSHE Association, are designed to provide a 
comprehensive and engaging introduction to 
boys’ body image and advertising with the aim of 
building emotional resilience in all young people.

Although the resource focuses on the 
representation of the male body in the media,  
it is designed for use with students aged  
11–14 years of all genders, aiming to broaden 
the discussion and build understanding of how 
this issue can affect everyone. After reading 
this guidance, we hope you will have increased 
confidence in teaching this important subject.

For further information and our latest news 
please visit mediasmart.uk.com

Best wishes

Mark Lund  
Chairman – Media Smart 

http://mediasmart.uk.com/
https://www.pshe-association.org.uk/
http://mediasmart.uk.com
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Preparation

About this resource

These resources support teaching on the subject of boys’ 
body image, and are designed for all students to emphasise 
the gender-neutral impact of the subject. Between the 
ages of 11–14, young people are becoming acutely aware 
of attitudes to their own bodies. They are also starting to 
encounter, and independently view, a greater range and 
volume of media, all of which can impact upon their body 
image. This makes it a crucial time in their development to 
address reactions to media and advertising, and to empower 
them to understand and discuss their responses.

Evidence suggests that body image is a growing concern  
for young men, but they can struggle to share their thoughts 
and feelings; often internalising things rather than speaking 
up. The 2016 report ‘Picture of Health?’, by Credos, highlights 
that while many boys acknowledge that body image is a 
problem for them as well as girls, parents and teachers are 
slower to recognise it, often finding it difficult to distinguish 
any worries from a normal desire to be healthy.1 The report 
also found that advertising and the media can greatly impact 
young men’s body image:

• advertising is one of the four main sources of pressure on
secondary boys to look good – 53% cited this as a concern

• 41% feel the way that media portrays men is unrealistic in
images they use

• 56% of boys themselves said they find it difficult to talk
to teachers about their looks, while 29% would even find
it difficult talking to their parents.

You can read the full report here:  
adassoc.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2016/08/Picture-of-
health_FINAL.pdf

Using the lesson

In addition to equipping you to deliver a lesson on boys’ 
body image and advertising, these resources give general 
guidance on introducing the issue in different settings as part 
of a whole-school approach. They are designed for use both 
by teachers who are already addressing issues such as body 
image and self-esteem in their lessons, and those who are 
new to the subject. Notes are included below on creating a 
safe learning environment, and starter activities will help you 
to set essential ground rules and establish a starting point for 
students’ learning.

This lesson has been designed as a one-hour session that 
can fit within the PSHE curriculum and has been accredited 
by the PSHE Association. These notes are accompanied by 
a student-facing presentation and two student worksheets. 
Throughout the teacher notes are some suggestions for 
supporting and extending students of different abilities and 
an additional extension activity is provided at the end of the 
lesson guide.

4

1 ‘Picture of Health’, Credos, Advertising’s Think Tank, 2016

http://www.adassoc.org.uk/credos/
http://www.adassoc.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2016/08/Picture-of-health_FINAL.pdf
http://www.adassoc.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2016/08/Picture-of-health_FINAL.pdf
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Preparation continued

Curriculum focus

The resource directly links to the curriculum in all  
four home nations, in subject areas related to PSHE 
education and English.

England 

PSHE Association Programme of Study, Key Stage 3 

• understand how the media portrays young people;
to recognise its possible impact on body image and
health issues

• learn that identity is affected by a range of factors,
including the media and a positive sense of self

• learn the qualities and behaviours they should expect
and exhibit in a wide variety of positive relationships
(including teams, class, friendships etc.).

English programme of Study: Key Stage 3

• are competent in the arts of speaking and listening,
making formal presentations, demonstrating to others
and participating in debate.

Scotland 

Curriculum for Excellence Scotland: Health and Wellbeing 

• I know that popular culture, the media and peer pressure
can influence how I feel about myself and the impact this
may have on my actions.

• I am developing my understanding of the human body
and can use this knowledge to maintain and improve my
wellbeing and health.

Education Scotland Literacy and English benchmarks 
(draft, 2016)

• participates fully in group discussions or when working
collaboratively, contributing relevant ideas, knowledge
or opinions with convincing supporting evidence

• responds positively and appropriately to the views of
others, including when challenged, adapting thinking
as appropriate.

5
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Preparation continued

Wales 

Personal and Social Education Framework for 
7- to 19-year-olds in Wales, Key Stage 3

• develop positive attitudes towards themselves and others

• display a responsible attitude towards keeping the mind
and body safe and healthy.

Programme of Study for English, Key Stage 3

• make a range of contributions to discussions, e.g. leading,
encouraging and supporting others

• express opinions clearly about topics and written texts, 
supporting with reasons and some evidence.

Northern Ireland 

Learning for Life and Work: Personal Development, 
Key Stage 3 

• investigate the influences on a young person, for
example, peer pressure, media, social and cultural
trends, fears, anxieties and motivations etc.

• explore and express a sense of self, for example,
temperament, feelings and emotions, personal
responsibility, personal needs, aspirations etc.

English with Media Education, Key Stage 3

• express meaning, feelings and viewpoints

• talk, to include debate, role play, interviews,
presentations and group discussions.

6
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Preparation continued 7

Creating a safe learning environment

The following lesson plan includes time to establish an 
inclusive and safe learning environment for all students by 
agreeing to a set of ground rules as a class. It is important 
to build a shared understanding about what this means, 
such as everyone agreeing to maintain a non-judgemental 
attitude, not making assumptions and using language 
carefully. Teachers should encourage a learning climate 
where students feel able to talk openly and honestly, but be 
clear that lesson time isn’t the appropriate setting to directly 
address their own personal experiences or the private 
lives of others (including the teacher’s). Equally, they must 
understand that what is discussed stays within the classroom; 
however, teachers cannot promise confidentiality if a student 
makes a disclosure, in which case they will follow the school’s 
safeguarding policy. Students should also be made aware 
that no one will be ‘put on the spot’ during conversations and 
that they have the ‘right to pass’ if they do not wish to answer 
a certain question or take part in an activity. Remind them 
that the ground rules can be revisited and reviewed during 
the lesson, as appropriate.

For more vulnerable students, additional support may be 
required. Familiarise yourself with your school’s safeguarding 
policy beforehand, and make sure that you know how to 
deal with any issues around confidentiality should you 
become concerned that a student’s safety may be at risk. 
It is essential to follow safeguarding protocols if there is a 
concern about any vulnerable pupils in your lesson. Share 

details of the lesson in advance with relevant pastoral or 
wellbeing staff who can talk to more vulnerable individuals  
if they feel it is necessary, or consider involving these 
students in your lesson planning. The additional support 
services listed at the end of these notes will also provide 
useful signposting for those who may need to access further 
help on issues. It is also a good idea to consider any changes 
in seating plans/group work/pair work which may need to 
be made to enable vulnerable students to engage more 
effectively, as well as making it clear that you are available at 
the end of the lesson for anyone who wishes to talk further.

The PSHE Association guidance on teaching about body 
image as part of the PSHE curriculum (suitable for Key 
Stages 1–5) provides further support and more detailed 
advice to help you create the right teaching environment, 
integrate body image issues into your PSHE scheme of 
work, include vulnerable students and use the most effective 
teaching approaches for sensitive issues in your delivery. 

We recommend you read this document before 
delivering these activities: 

pshe-association.org.uk/sites/default/files/PSHE 
%20%E2%80%93%20Key%20standards%20in%20
teaching%20about%20body%20image%2022nd% 
20April.pdf

https://www.pshe-association.org.uk/sites/default/files/PSHE%20%E2%80%93%20Key%20standards%20in%20teaching%20about%20body%20image%2022nd%20April.pdf
https://www.pshe-association.org.uk/sites/default/files/PSHE%20%E2%80%93%20Key%20standards%20in%20teaching%20about%20body%20image%2022nd%20April.pdf
https://www.pshe-association.org.uk/sites/default/files/PSHE%20%E2%80%93%20Key%20standards%20in%20teaching%20about%20body%20image%2022nd%20April.pdf
https://www.pshe-association.org.uk/sites/default/files/PSHE%20%E2%80%93%20Key%20standards%20in%20teaching%20about%20body%20image%2022nd%20April.pdf
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8
Lesson
Body Image and Advertising 8

Learning objective

• To learn what we mean by ‘body image’ and how
it can be influenced by the media and advertising.

• To learn how to respond to the media and advertising
in a way that promotes positive body image and begin
to build emotional resilience.

Learning outcomes

By the end of the lesson students will be able to:

• explain what body image means and recognise
its effect on boys

• explain how the media and advertising can impact 
thoughts and opinions on male body image

• develop skills to discuss the media and advertising 
and its impact on male body image in a positive way.

Key concepts and vocabulary

Advertising to make something known, usually to sell 
something or promote a message.

Advertising guidance a set of rules given to companies 
to ensure their adverts meet certain standards.

Body image describes our idea of how our body looks and 
how we think it is perceived by others. This can include our 
thoughts and feelings about our height, weight, shape, skin, 
colour, and our appearance and attractiveness more broadly.

Body confidence when someone accepts, appreciates, and 
thinks and behaves positively in relation to their body and 
appearance. The effects of having body confidence (or 
lacking it) are wide reaching, including a direct impact on 
academic participation and performance.

Brand awareness the extent to which the public is aware 
of a product, company or brand.

Media used to describe the many different means of mass 
communication, such as newspapers, television and radio, 
online and digital ways of receiving information.

Target audience a specific group of people (for example, 
grouped by age, gender, location, etc.) that advertisers  
aim to make aware of their products.

See Media Smart’s 
Media Glossary 
for more useful 
descriptions of 
words being used  
to talk about 
the media and 
advertising:

mediasmart.uk.com 
/resources/media 
-glossary

http://mediasmart.uk.com/resources/media-glossary
http://mediasmart.uk.com/resources/media-glossary
http://mediasmart.uk.com/resources/media-glossary
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Starter activity (5 mins)

Baseline assessment: Show students slide 2 of the 
PowerPoint presentation, with a quote from a boy of their 
age interviewed for the Credos report, but do not inform 
them of the identity of the speaker. Ask students to create 
a personal mind map in their books by responding to the 
thinking prompts on the slide. Ask students who are willing 
to share one or two ideas to create a class mind map.

Main activities

What is Body Image? (5 mins)

Now reveal to the class that the quote was taken from a 
boy, roughly their age. Ask them how this compares to their 
original thoughts about who said the quote to gauge their 
understanding. Are they surprised by the quote’s origin? 
Why/why not? Question whether they made any assumptions 
about the gender of the speaker when first reading the 
quote, or seeing the subject of the lesson. Why do they think 
that girls’ body image is more often discussed than boys’?

Develop the discussion by finding out what they understand 
by the term ‘body image’, asking students to add suggestions 
to their starter activity mind maps before introducing the 
definition on slide 3 for further clarity. As a class, compare 
how the definition on the slide is similar or different to their 
initial ideas of what body image means and invite a few 

students to put it into their own words. Ask the class to  
note down the final definition in books or write it on the 
board for reference. Explore the question of what it might 
mean to have positive body image –  emphasise that  
this is not tied to how people look, but how they feel  
about themselves.

Support: Breakdown the definition of body image set out 
in the presentation slide 3.

Challenge: Encourage students to consider the reasons 
for the boy’s view and add these to their mind maps.  
What do they think might have affected his ideas?  
What might the term ‘body image’ mean to this boy?

9
Lesson continued
Body Image and Advertising
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10
Lesson continued
Body Image and Advertising

Ground Rules (5 mins)

Before continuing, introduce the learning objectives and 
establish your class ground rules. Use the pointers on slide 
5 to get started and ask students what ground rules they 
think are important when discussing sensitive issues. To 
enable discussion and negotiation about ground rules, 
teachers may choose to use the following questions:

• Why do you think these rules are important?

• Are some of these rules more important than others?

• How would we prioritise them?

• How will we know if the rules are being followed?

• What might it look or sound like if someone is breaking
one of these rules?

• Who is responsible for ensuring we stick to the ground
rules in today’s lesson?

You may choose to write brief notes on a large A3 sheet 
to stick on the wall as a visual reminder. You may also wish 
to ask students if they think anything has been missed out, 
adding further ground rules if necessary.

Introduce the concept of an anonymous question box,  
which can be left at the back of the classroom throughout 
the session, so that they can anonymously add any thoughts, 
questions or feedback at any point, which will be addressed in 
the following lesson. This is especially important for those who 
may not feel confident asking questions in front of their peers.

Advertising Agency (15 mins)

In pairs, students are given the following scenario:

Imagine you work for an advertising agency that is designing 
an advert to sell a pair of jeans to young men. You have 
access to photo technology, and as much money as you 
need to make the best, most persuasive, advert possible  
to encourage people to buy your jeans.

Thinking prompts are provided on slide 6 and it may also  
be useful to share key definitions from the Media Smart 
Media Glossary to help students develop their ideas:  
mediasmart.uk.com/resources/media-glossary. Teachers 
can choose whether they draw their proposed advert, 
summarise it in a short paragraph or discuss it in pairs, 
dependent on time. Afterwards, ask students to explain their 
choices; why did they design their advert this way?

Support: Ask students to focus on just one element of their 
advert design, for example what sort of model they would 
choose and why.

Challenge: Consider the specific techniques advertisers use 
to persuade someone to buy their product – what makes 
them effective?

http://mediasmart.uk.com/resources/media-glossary
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Lesson continued
Body Image and Advertising

Spot the Difference (10 mins)

In pairs, students are given an A5 print-out with a doctored 
image of a boy of their age on one side and the natural image 
of the same boy on the other. Sheets should be handed out 
folded in half so they first see only the altered image. Some 
pairs will have a picture of the boy with a thinner body shape 
and other pairs will have a picture with a more muscular body 
shape. Aim to spread the different versions of the worksheet 
evenly around the room. Ask students to think about how 
they would describe the body and add a few annotations to 
the image of the body features that are the most noticeable 
or that stand out to them the most. Then ask them to unfold 
the worksheet to find the natural body shape and circle any 
differences they can see. How would they describe the second 
body and how is it different to the first? After looking at the 
images, students feedback their thoughts to another pair with 
a different version of the worksheet.

Encourage students to use the thinking prompts on slide 7 
to get the discussion going:

• What has been changed? Get students to look at specific
parts of the body to see if they have been altered in any
way. Guide them to make functional descriptions rather
than judgements on looks: for example – what is different
about the arms? How would you describe the legs?

Explain that these images have been altered to reflect 
how pictures are sometimes changed in the media:

• Has anything surprised you about these images? They
may think it is creating an unrealistic body ideal for boys,
or be surprised that the media changes images in this way.
They may not have realised the extent to which images can
be changed – or they may believe that images get altered
even more than these ones.

• Do girls have a different insight? The girls in the class may
expect images of boys to be altered in this way – or are 
they surprised to see that these images are altered in a 
similar way to images of girls?

• Why do you think these changes are made? What do
they think is the media’s motivation for altering images?
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Lesson continued
Body Image and Advertising

As a class, discuss what impact they think these images might 
have on a young person their age, especially if they did not 
realise changes had been made.

Likely answers may include: it may make someone feel less 
positive about their own body, or they might not want to talk 
about the way it makes them feel.

You can display slide 8 so that students can see the three 
images side by side.

Support: Consider circling a few key areas on the images 
before circulating the worksheets to draw attention  
to particular areas.

Challenge: Show students some images of men in 
magazines/adverts and the media from 10–20 years ago. 
What ‘trends’ do they notice? Has anything changed in the 
styles/body types etc. shown in these older images to what 
we see today? What can the students learn from these 
changes? The History of Advertising Trust’s catalogue offers 
many examples of archived print adverts focused on men:  
hatads.org.uk/catalogue/search.aspx?Kwrd=men

A Day in the Life (15 mins)

Show students slides 9-11 and introduce them to the three 
boys’ personas on the screen. Explain that they will be taking 
on the persona of one of these boys. Their first task is to map  
out five moments during a typical day when he might 
encounter the media and advertising. After a few minutes, 
students share feedback on these moments, and what types 
of media or advertising they might see, e.g. a billboard on the 
bus to school or sponsored content on social media. Use your 
own examples to develop discussion further, or to stimulate 
conversation with students who are having trouble thinking  
of different ideas.

Ahead of the class, source a few examples of adverts or media 
that might be aimed at young men, or feature young men in 
the images. The presentation has space for these to be added 
as slide 12. This will help to add recent, relevant and ‘real world’ 
examples to your presentation that will particularly resonate 
with your students. It is important to choose a representative 
and diverse selection of adverts which include people from 
a range of ages, ethnicities and cultural backgrounds. Avoid 
selecting extreme examples for shock value as this can have 
unintended negative consequences. For instance, while most 
students might recognise a highly exaggerated image of 
muscular men as unrealistic, someone with a distorted sense of 

http://www.hatads.org.uk/catalogue/search.aspx?Kwrd=men
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13
Lesson continued
Body Image and Advertising

body ideals may see this as inspiring and a true representation 
of body norms. If you have access to the internet during 
the lesson you may also wish to include TV or video ads 
and watch these together as a class. The Media Smart body 
image and advertising case studies show a range of adverts, 
including some examples that focus on men, to help you to 
get started: mediasmart.uk.com/blog/body-image-and-
advertising-case-studies

Arrange the class into pairs or small groups. Each group picks 
one of the personas and a moment in his day. Ask them to 
discuss how the boy may engage and respond to the images 
shown in the advert he saw during this moment. Look over an 
example as a class first to check for understanding. Encourage 
them to role play the different scenarios, first scripting out 
what the character might say, before rehearsing ways of 
talking about, responding to, and giving advice on the body 
image issues raised in their character’s day. Students can 
use the conversation starter worksheet and slide 13 to help 
with their scripts and to practice different ways of promoting 
positive body image with their role play and support them in 
developing fuller responses. Focus on turning conversations 
away from talking about and comparing appearance and 
instead focus on building emotional resilience. You may wish 
to note on the white board suggestions that the class find 
particularly effective. Students who feel confident can also 
share their role plays with the class, with others providing  
kind, specific and helpful feedback on their suggested 
responses, focusing on conversations that encourage 
characters to celebrate their individuality.

Support: 

• Explain to students that they are not role playing themselves
or people they know. Be clear that they are only considering
the person described in the persona and that this person
is fictional. Move around the class to ensure they are not
focusing on appearance in their role plays.

• Take students through a debriefing at the end of the role
play, to ensure that they do not leave the classroom feeling
affected by their ‘character’. A simple way to do this is to
sit them in front of an empty chair and ask them to imagine
their character is sat opposite them. Encourage students to
give the ‘character’ advice for what they can do next and to
thank them for letting them play their part in the role play.

Challenge: Evaluate the task by asking students to consider 
which of the conversation starters were the most useful. Why 
might it be good to respond in this way and how did it help 
the boy to open up in the role play?

http://mediasmart.uk.com/blog/body-image-and-advertising-case-studies
http://mediasmart.uk.com/blog/body-image-and-advertising-case-studies
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Lesson continued
Body Image and Advertising

Plenary (5 mins)

Return to the original annotated quote from the lesson 
starter. Spend a few moments summarising what was 
discussed at the start of the class. Ask students to build on 
their initial mind maps. They should use the information they 
have learnt throughout the lesson about positive body image 
to add more ideas about the advice they might give to the 
boy to think more positively about his body. If possible, they 
should use a different-coloured pen to help them visualise 
what they have learnt and to easily see which notes refer to 
their improved understanding of body image and the impact 
of the media and advertising. 

Support: Use the thinking prompts on slide 14 to help 
students further develop their mind maps.

Challenge: Ask students to write down one thing they will 
now do differently to promote positive body image and 
body confidence for all people their age, both boys and 
girls, especially when encountering images in the media or 
advertising. This will allow further reflection on the learning 
journey that has taken place.

It is good practice in PSHE lessons to signpost sources of 
support both within the school and beyond, for example 
websites or phone lines accessible to young people. Introduce 
the support service examples on slide 17, allowing time during 
the lesson for young people to engage with these and keep 
them displayed in the room after the lesson if possible. It is 
helpful to let young people know where and how to access 
support, but also to let them know what might happen after 
they ask for help, as fears about this can be a potential barrier 
to young people wanting to make a disclosure.
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Supporting information 15

Extension activity

This activity could be used to extend learning in the 
classroom, or be adapted as a homework project. Students 
will be able to explain the ways that body image pressures 
can surface in different environments and further develop 
their skills to discuss boys’ body image in a positive way.

Watch the Boys’ Biggest Conversation short 
film together as a class. Run in partnership with 
First News and supported by the NSPCC and 
Childline, the campaign aims to shine a light on 
issues surrounding boys’ body image and mental 
wellbeing. 

The film includes a conversation between TV doctor and 
youth specialist – Dr Ranj – and young men from around the 
country, images from the media and advertising and a case 
study of a boy who has recovered from extremely poor body 
image problems (if you are concerned about this subject 
matter for any vulnerable students in the class, please feel 
free to omit this section). Ask students to note down the 
issues that the boys raise in the film and then use the thinking 
prompts on slide 15 to encourage discussion in pairs.

After discussing the film, give students the task of developing 
a creative presentation to help raise awareness of the body 
image issues they have encountered over the course of the 
lesson. Ask students to consider the different ideas and 
settings they have discussed, or seen/heard about in the 

video, and encourage them to create something together 
that will help people to talk more about body image and  
to improve self-esteem in one setting (for example a sports 
club, drama club, the school canteen, a social gathering at 
a friend’s house or online). What different methods could 
they use to encourage conversation? This could be a poster, 
a storyboard for a short viral video, a Twitter hashtag, or 
something else of their choice. In pairs, use the thinking 
prompts on slide 16 to explore the settings both have chosen. 
If this activity is run as a homework task, slide 16 can be 
printed and shared with students.

Support: Encourage students to think about examples  
of positive body image in advertising and the media to  
help inspire them. You may wish to provide some examples 
of these.

Challenge: Each pair can present their creation to their  
peers when it is finished in a special session, explaining  
how their discussions helped to shape the final presentation.

boysbiggestconversation.com
https://www.firstnews.co.uk/
http://www.drranj.com/
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Supporting information 16

Building awareness about boys’ body image 
as a whole school

• Share the definition of body image and body confidence
with the wider school and provide opportunities to enable
student voice on the subject. For instance ask the school
council to anonymously poll their peers, to gain a further
understanding of the current issues.

• Use the resources across a year group as part of a whole-
school approach to body image. Creating an anonymous
survey or question box in advance will help teachers to
address relevant issues during their lesson and inform the
examples of media and advertising they choose to include.

• The guide to setting ground rules can be shared with other
staff with pastoral care responsibilities. They can also be
adapted for use in tutor group discussions and in other
classes where sensitive topics may be tackled. Agreed
ground rules can be permanently displayed in tutor groups
to highlight the ongoing importance of the issues raised.

• Once ground rules have been established, tutor/form time
can also be used as a space for regular discussion of recent
stories and ideas that students have noted in the media and
advertising. Encourage them to choose the area of focus,
and analyse the images they see every day in a more critical
and detached manner.

• With students’ permission, creative projects from the
extension activity can be displayed around the school –
especially in settings where they may be more relevant,
such as changing rooms and the dining hall – helping to
promote positive messages around body image.

• Consider involving parents/carers and governors by
informing them of your body image teaching. You could
provide further support by sharing Media Smart’s Body
Image and Advertising Parent Guide (see below).

• Teachers could do regular ‘audits’ of the images/videos
that are used in classes or shown around school to ensure
positive body images are represented. This could be done
in tutor groups with students’ help.

• Keep up-to-date with all the resources from Media Smart
and let us know about your latest work and findings. Follow
us on social media and get in touch at the email address
below:

• twitter.com/MediasmartUK

• www.facebook.com/ukmediasmart

• www.instagram.com/mediasmartuk

• info@mediasmart.uk.com

https://twitter.com/MediasmartUK
https://www.facebook.com/ukmediasmart/
https://www.instagram.com/mediasmartuk/
mailto:info%40mediasmart.uk.com%20%20?subject=
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Additional resources

Other resources from Media Smart provide a comprehensive 
and engaging introduction to media and advertising literacy. 
These include teaching resources and lesson plans on  
Digital Advertising (ages 9–11), Body Image and Advertising 
(ages 9–11) and Social Media and Advertising (ages 11–16).

Link: mediasmart.uk.com/teaching-resources

The Media Smart Body Image and Advertising Parent Guide 
is designed to provide an engaging introduction to body 
image and advertising, outlining how parents and guardians 
can play a key role in supporting young people to develop 
positive body image.

Link: mediasmart.uk.com/parents-guardians

Media Smart and First News have come together to create 
the Boys’ Biggest Conversation – a campaign to encourage 
young men, from across the UK, to talk about body image 
and the effect it has on their mental wellbeing. It includes  
a film and supporting resources for teachers and parents.

Link: boysbiggestconversation.com

The Advertising Standards Authority (ASA) is the UK’s 
independent regulator of advertising across all media. Ensure 
students are aware that advertising is governed by rules and 
regulation and that they can complain if they think that a 
particular advert has broken these rules.

Link: asa.org.uk 

Beat provide help and support for those of any age affected 
by eating disorders, including online information, message 
boards, support groups and a helpline.

Link: b-eat.co.uk

Be Real is a toolkit for secondary schools (ages 11–16) and 
parents to address the issues of body confidence in the 
classroom, throughout school and at home. It includes class 
worksheets, activities and educational resources.

Link: berealcampaign.co.uk/schools

Childline is run by the NSPCC and offers a range of 
information and support for children and young people  
up to the age of 18. Services include 1-2-1 counsellor chat, 
message boards and a telephone helpline on 0800 1111.

Link: childline.org.uk

Childnet provides a range of useful information for children 
and young people aged 3 to 18, as well as teachers and 
parents and carers, on using the internet safely, responsibly 
and positively.

Link: childnet.com/young-people/secondary

http://mediasmart.uk.com/teaching-resources
http://mediasmart.uk.com/parents-guardians
https://www.firstnews.co.uk/
boysbiggestconversation.com
https://www.asa.org.uk 
http://www.b-eat.co.uk
http://www.berealcampaign.co.uk/schools
https://www.childline.org.uk
http://www.childnet.com/young-people/secondary
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The L’Oréal Paris and the Princes’ Trust’s All Worth It 
campaign offers videos and resources to help young  
people transform self-doubt into self-worth. The  
campaigns’ ambassadors discuss a wide variety of issues  
that have affected their confidence, including body image.

Link: loreal-paris.co.uk/princes-trust

The NSPCC is the leading children’s charity, fighting to  
end child abuse in the UK. It provides useful information  
and advice for parents and a helpline for adults concerned 
about a child: 0808 800 5000.

Link: nspcc.org.uk

Parent info provides high-quality information to parents and 
carers about their children’s wellbeing and resilience. Schools 
can host the content on their own website and use it in any 
other ways that they want (in letters to parents, etc.). For 
ages 5 to 18.

Link: parentinfo.org/page/about-us

Young Minds offers advice to children and young people  
(up to age 25) about mental health and emotional wellbeing, 
with a unique website about mental health medication,  
called HeadMeds. Also provides information for parents  
and professionals.

Link: youngminds.org.uk/for_children_young_people

http://www.loreal-paris.co.uk/princes-trust
http://www.nspcc.org.uk
http://parentinfo.org/page/about-us
http://www.youngminds.org.uk/for_children_young_people
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